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Dissertation is referred to as a document, which is presented for the achievement of academic
degree or as a professional requisite, which presents the research and findings of a researcher.
Generally, dissertation is a formal but a lengthy piece of writing, which is written by the students for
getting a doctoral degree from university. It is always based on original research and findings and is
required for attaining an advanced academic degree. It is a formally and extensively written project,
which engages the intense research by students. Dissertations are written in such a way that
something new can be explored in that particular field of study.

	The structure of the dissertation consists of a title page, abstract, table of contents, body and
bibliography. The body of dissertation includes several chapters that are arranged in a systematic
manner. These chapters comprise of introduction, literature review, research methodology, findings
and analysis, and conclusion and recommendations. All these chapters are accepted in a serial as
mentioned above. The dissertation committee administers the whole process of dissertation of a
student. The chapter of introduction introduces aims and objective of research, literature review
includes review of literary articles, research methodology chapter sets the research approach and
design, findings and analysis throws light on findings of research, and conclusion and
recommendation chapter ends the dissertation with appropriate recommendations. 

	We are the leading organization providing assistance to students and researchers in writing their
research and dissertation. We cover all the requirements sent to us by the client so that a good
dissertation could be prepared. We strictly pursue the deadline specified by our client. For More Info
Visit Our Website  www.marketingdissertation.co.uk
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